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Mounting instructions
Galaxis Line
Caution!: The electrical lamps have to be mounted without current and by cold state only by a specialist.
Also the change of the bulbs has to be made in this state.

Assembly of the picture light:
Fix the transformer to the ceiling / wall and connect the de-energized mains cable to the supply cable of the
transformer. Now, for each brass thread in the transformer, position one copper washer and one decorative
washer with the hole above the thread, and screw the decorative washer firmly on using a washer on the
screw until it can only just be moved back and forth.

Bracket:
Fix the “Pinza” (rail holder) at a distance of 1m from the transformer or from the preceding “Pinza”, such
that you have one suspension point after each metre. “Pinza” assembly must be mounted to the ceiling /
wall along the course of the rail.

Adjustment of the illumination:
Now place the contact rail between the two copper washers and decorative washers and press the two
plates against the conductors of the contact rail. Then firmly tighten the screws. Finally, clamp the spotlights
to the rail and align them as required.

Maintenance:

The lamp is made from high quality materials branded with a protective coating are covered. Clean the
outside only in de-energized state with a cloth without chemical additives. Warning!: The lamp may not
be fixated on wet and conductive surface!
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Replacement of the copper contact plate
Mount the copper washer under the contact plate, slide it to the centre and tighten.

Insert the power rail diagonally across the middle and align the metal surfaces with the copper rail.

Mount the second triangular plate and screw shut. Before finally tightening both triangular plates with pliers
press them down to the current rail and simultaneously tighten. Now you have a safe electrical contact.

